The Harding Business Team's entry in the sixth annual Emory University Intercollegiate Business Game and Conference finished second in their respective industry at the final judging Friday and Saturday in Atlanta.

Placing ahead of Harding in the industry competition was Virginia Commonwealth. Other schools in the industry were Western Kentucky, Capital University, University of Mississippi, Stetson University of Delaware and Austin Peay.

Don Hicks, a member of Harding's 1970 Emory team which placed second in the overall competition, served as assistant coach of the ASU team. Hicks has an assistantship at ASU.

Harding faculty adviser David Burks termed this year's performance "the best total team effort" and he commented, "This team made the most exceptional presentation ever presented by a Harding team in my four years of association with the Emory competition."

The team operated a company over a simulated three-year period and during the final year generated more points than any other school in the industry. Burks noted that the team fulfilled all major goals and objectives set forth by the team before the competition began.

According to Rodney Waller, team captain, the plaque means a lot more than just winning. In Atlanta, the team worked just as hard to overcome a misconception held by many of belles cocoxy.

"If I think we'll have that problem again," he stated. We are much more respected now as a school that knows what it's doing. It is extremely hard to win consecutively and Harding is the only team to consistently place high. Harding has never lost the desire to achieve the best of its ability, win or lose," he added.

Cox Warns Against Payment On Fraudulent Insurance Policies

Forty-five Harding students have become victims of fraud, according to Billy Ray Cox, vice president, by having their names forged to insurance policy applications, agreements, and a non policy.

In an interview last week, Cox said that an employee of National Educator's Life Insurance and United Fidelity Life Insurance, made forgeries on applications, policy acceptances, and notes. The policies were also witnessed falsely.

The company sold the notes to a Fort Worth bank and the bank is now trying to collect from the students. Cox says, "Forty-three of the students never signed anything and only two signed policy application forms."

Cox added that the companies were unaware of the employee's fraud and found out about it only after Cox inquired as to why. Cox continued to state that if a student didn't do these four things he shouldn't pay the bank. He didn't sign the bank note, if he didn't sign the policy acceptance form, and if he received no check or a printed policy.

"There may be students involved in the facts I don't know about. Some of the students were about to pay $248 for this fraudulent policy," says Cox, who became involved in the matter when students began coming to him about the bank note.

He added that he didn't want these companies hassling our students. My only interest in this is the protection of Harding students. A student should not pay any demand for money or any bill of which he has no knowledge."

The Harding Business Team's '007 Doubles as Counselor, Guide

By Tim Bruner

For the past six years, Richard William Niwander, affectionately known to student friends as "Wally," has served as a night watchman for Harding.

A Searcy resident for the past 11 years, Niwander previously guarded missiles in this area before assuming his duties as a member of the three-man security force at Harding.

The father of three children, two married daughters and a son, Niwander is a devout Christian, and the grandfather of three. Niwander is fond of young people, particularly of the girls. He often rolls fulltime. Added to this are the girls of his specific patrol.

A retired career Army man, Niwander plans to remain at Harding until his final retire in March. Generally pleased with his job, Niwander said job problems are discomfort in innumerable weather and remaining alert during the quiet hours of most working nights.

Niwander, working in cooperation with the Searcy Police, reports all questionable incidents to city hall. However, this action is seldom required. Niwander added, "There is good in all people, but it's up to some to bring out the good in others."

This congenial nature and optimistic attitude has won him the name of "Wally," who is still in contact with students who have graduated in recent years. As for the nickname, it finds basis on a moon- lit silver badge labeled "Security Officer, Harding College, Searcy, Ark., 007."

College in Hendrix, Tenn., opened on Monday night the band performed at Harding Academy on the Mem­

The New Christy Minstrels will present a concert Monday night in the Main Auditorium at 8:00. Tickets are $2.00 with Harding I.D. cards.
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Snowballing May Be Hazardous Entertainment

Winter left its mark on the campus last week with a brief but reasonably abundant snow. Snow seems to bring out the child in each of us. Often we reflect on the day when we were playing in our youth, and, to some, it reveals a side of nature we have seen very few times, if at all.

Nature has a way to take advantage of the pleasure while it lasts. A snow storm provides a college campus with an outlet for excess energies and a free evening of entertainment for either singles or couples.

However, last week’s snow was far from inexpensive from the standpoint of the college. It will be necessary for the maintenance men to push snow pans in second floor windows of the Student Center. Also, a front door glass had to be replaced on the ground floor.

Whether the breakage was intentional or accidental it was still costly and could have been even more so. Staff members were working in both the Bison and Petit Jean offices at the time snowballs slammed through the windows shattering glass over the floor, furniture and working materials.

All faculty members were working at a file cabinet in front of the windows of the Bison office when a misdirected snowball broke glass over their hands, into their hair and into their clothing. Had these people not been there instead of looking down into the files, the results might have been more serious. The glass could have gone into their eyes instead of their hands.

The entertainment of snowballing could have been free to the one throwing it but could have been quite costly to the one receiving it.

A primitive situation exists when college students fail to realize that their immediate personal pleasure is not the major consideration. Entertainment seems to cease to be pleasurable when it leads to destruction of property or danger to other people.

When we realize that if we throw a firmly packed snowball in the direction of glass there is a possibility of the two meeting. Where this possibility exists, danger to others is present.

If there is not enough room to snowball safely, then perhaps we should resort to rolling it into bigger balls and making them smaller and taking this approach.

We must learn to control our “good times” in order to prevent long term problems to either ourselves, property or other individuals.

--- ARB

David Tidwell

Gary Martin

Living Standard Appears Unhealthy

America is the world’s richest nation and its citizens enjoy the world’s highest standard of living. Americans have come to believe it. There is no doubt that we do lead the world in material goods. We have more than 100 million telephones and 85 million automobiles. 98.9% of American families have refrigerators, 98.7% have T.V. sets and 94%, have washing machines. There is not another nation on earth that can boast such riches. We are then the new “capitalist? ’ Consider the following: the United States has fewer doctors and hospitals per population than do several nations. There are nations whose citizens have a higher life expectancy than the U. S. and 22 nations have a lower infant mortality rate. In our country out of every 1000 births, 91 are alive, while in Sweden only 12.8 of 1000 die.

With this in mind, what must be meant by the statement that we are the richest country? That Americans can lie in an air-conditioned home, in a clean bed, drink ice-cold beer, and watch color T.V. while dying of some malady because the hospital is too full or the medical costs beyond their means.

The real reason for our lag in hospital conditions is in the medical statistics however is not middle and upper-class Americans but poor Americans, those who still give birth in their home never having seen a doctor, those who drop dead in lines at the county hospital while waiting hours, if not days, to see a doctor, and, of course, those who are so undisciplined that they don’t trust doctors and refuse to see one even when there is availability.

What are the reasons why the health of its citizens? Is the education of the mind more important than the body? If you think not, why then does the doctor receive more training and not medication? I will not attempt to answer these questions; however, these are questions that, sooner or later, America must answer.

It is encouraging to know that some of the members of the faculty are considering two proposals to deal with our health problems. As college students and voters, and most of all as Christians and human beings, we should be active and concerned whether for or against health care legislation.
**Education Majors Begin Supervised Teaching Period**

By Dwina Whitlee

This spring supervised teaching block began Mar. 1 and will continue for nine weeks. During this period, the students go to schools within a fifty mile radius and gain actual classroom experience.

At Williams in Little Rock are Myra Lee Barr and Linda Huff, who are teaching first grade; Paulette Biffle, first grade; Grace Brewer, fourth grade; Ellen Brunley, fourth grade; Candy Cleveland, third grade; Ruth Ann Dawson, second grade; Judith Finley, fourth grade; Karen Kilmer, third grade; Margaret Williams, first grade; Michelle Shae, fifth grade; and Cassandra Meeks, third grade.

At Bald Knob Elementary are Cecelia Goff, first grade; Martha Hocks, third grade; Pam Murphy, second grade; and Kay Pergera, fourth grade.

Peggy Harper is teaching the first grade at Kentsett Elementary and Lenora Rivoire is teaching the fourth grade at Sylvan Hills Elementary at Little Rock.

At Harding Academy are Larry Blasimenne, biologist; Bob Hesseltine, P.E.; and Bill Whittington, music.

Darrel Price, biologist; Charles Book, P.E.; and Cherlien Ruzzell, English, are at Beebe High School.

Jesse Bradford, P.E.; Nolan Brown, English and speech; Michael Hedrick, P.E.; James Jennings, English; Jim Knaak, biology; Barbara Oliver, history; Richard Powell, science; Phil Watkins, P.E.; and Wesley Thompson, math, are at Judsonia.

Bonne Brewer and James Rackson, both in P.E., are teaching at Bradford High.

Those at Searcy Junior High are Hilda Harper, English; Earl Hurfurt, history; Joe McReynolds, English; Sue Robbins, science; Gary Robbins, history; and Mary Stiles, English.

Steven Justice, math; Harvey Howard, P.E.; and Lora Short, history, are at Pangburn High.

Doing work here at McCrory are Claudia Murphy, English; Linda Sampson, P.E.; and Larry Voyles, biology.

Larry Shrum, P. E., is at Griffithsville High and Michael Watson, P.E., is at Hazen High.

Home Economics students are Kenneth Brooks, Pangburn; Carol Byrd, Beebe; Linda Clear, Lonoke; Ellen Ewing, Pangburn; Ronnie Henderson, Judsonia; Joyce Huffman, Brinkley; Camille Johnson, Parkville; Brenda Lindley, Brinkley; Chor Yen Tan, Tuckerman; Gloria Tucker, Judsonia; and Judy Trimm, Lonoke.

There are 42 elementary student teachers, 21 in secondary education and 11 home economics student teachers.

---

**AUTOMOBILE AND PROPERTY INSURANCE AT A SAVING**

**FACULTY AND STUDENTS COME BY AND VISIT US**

**QUOTATIONS GIVEN**

**FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION**

---

**Clementine Johnson, a senior physical education major, conducts a skills test in her class at Searcy High School.**

---

**TIGHT MONEY?**

You read about it a lot these days but don’t let it bother you too much. We still have it to loan if you wish to buy, build or improve a home. Talk to us.

---

This Spot was Cleaned by the Harding College Laundry & Dry Cleaners
FROM THE BENCH

By Lary Sanderson

I.

Now that basketball has been put aside until next year, we have a chance to reflect over this past season's efforts. Probably the first thought that comes to mind would be that the Bisons came out lacking in the win-lose column. There is nothing very spectacular in a below-.500 season when you look at it on paper. A lot of things that could have made this season a respectable one for the Bisons never happened. Our team played inconsistently against a lot of teams, doing a good job for the majority of the game and falling apart just long enough to put the game out of reach. In many games the Bisons just ran out of time, losing by a very slim margin.

A few bright spots did stand out in this season. Freshmen gained valuable playing experience against the best teams in the AIC and have shown promise, and transfers came through to contribute a lot to the team. The Bisons began to play more consistently toward the end of the season and next season will see a good nucleus to build on.

II.

Only four seniors were lost from this year's squad — Dana Zartman, Larry Rodenbeck, Greg Franz and Charlie Roa. They will be missed, but several starting lettermen will be back, among them Bill Chism, Lester Busby, Joe Mathias and Freddy Dixon.

Regardless of what the final standings may have been, Harding can be proud of this team for the attitude they showed us during the season. The Bisons may have been outplayed but they never gave up. Many long hours of hard work went into this season by the players and coaching staff, and when you're not winning that tends to be frustrating.

We appreciate the efforts our team put out, and they deserve to be recognized for it. Also a word of commendation is due to the student body for the support they gave the team and to the cheerleaders and social clubs for their roles in helping to generate enthusiasm.

All of these elements together made up the Harding basketball picture for 1970-1971.

Sub-T, Sig Tau Emerge Victors
In Intramural 'A' Competition

The final rounds of club basketball were battled out last Friday night with underdog Sub-T capturing the large club "A" championship by squeaking past Galaxy 69-68.

Sub-T emerged the victor in large "A" losers bracket by defeating Mohicans. In the first match of the finals Sub-T scored a close victory over Galaxy 65-63. Lee Daniel led the scoring by putting in 23 points for the winners.

Daniels tossed in 27 points in the second Sub-T-Galaxy round leaving the final score at 69-68. Brian Smith was high pointer for the losers, scoring 34 points.

Small club "A" competition was not so keen. After toppling Beta Phi for the losers bracket championship, TAG dropped the final game to Sigma Tau 97-72. Sigma Tau's Rodney Summers hit 16 field goals for 32 points while Steve Fox was again high point man for TAG, scoring 28 points.

In the large club "B" finals, Kappa Sigs' Bo Brockman threw in 23 points, but this was not quite enough to stop a narrow Galaxy victory 60-58.

In small "B" competition Lambda's emerged from the ranks of the losers bracket to down undefeated Sigma Tau 63-36 in the final round. Close competition was again the word in the large club "C" division. Kappa Sigs beat Alpha Tau for the losers bracket title and moved into the final play-off only to lose to Galaxy 58-58.

Rounding out club finals, in the small "C" bracket Beta Phi is champion, after defeating Knights. "D" team finals left Kappa Sigs number one after a victory over TNT.

Intramural finals were played Monday night. In the major league playoff Southwest champions, the Longhorns, scored a victory over Big B's Buckeyes, 88-76. Edd Eason and Brian Smith, the two top league scorers, tallied respectively 39 points for the winners and 45 points for the losers.

Minor league finals left Atlantic's Terps champion over Pacific's Trojans 64-62. Lyle Dunlap scored 18 points for the Terps while Jimmy Henderson hit 15 for the Trojans.